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Abstract
The classification of geometric decorative motifs has tended to emphasise the geometric by comparing the decoration to mathematically perfect constructions. Focussing on spirals as exemplars, this paper proposes that additional information may be gleaned from historic decoration on the assumption that such decoration often does not conform exactly to mathematically correct constructions. Shape-matching analysis methods combined with the analysis of stylistic variables are put forward as a means of comparing cultures; in particular, of looking for evidence of cultural diffusion and studying the manner and rate of evolution of geometric motifs.

Introduction
Spiral decoration is geographically widespread and long-established with the earliest known occurrence dating back to the Palaeolithic period [1: 10]. Formal geometric approximation techniques for spirals possibly date back to Theodorus in the fifth century BCE [2] and Vitruvius’ manual of the first century CE presented geometric constructions for spirals to be used in architectural decoration. Consideration of decorative spirals as a tool for studying cultural diffusion dates back to the late-nineteenth century; cultural contact routes across Europe have been proposed on the basis of similarities in spiral decoration [3: 141-2]. These early comparison systems did not tend to employ formal typologies, instead working from subjective identification of the co-occurrence of similar motifs to infer links. That these proposed links have sometimes been shown by improved dating techniques, to be false [4], supports the case for more precise and formalised typologies as a basis for cultural comparison.

Classification of decoration using geometric constructs
The possibility of comparing decorative schema using geometric motifs was suggested by established methods of cross-cultural comparisons which identify differences between cultural groups in the presence and frequency of occurrence of types of symmetry transformation [5]. Motifs with an underlying form which closely approximates to a geometrically definable construct may be evaluated according to a constant set of geometric properties. These properties offer the potential for a generic comparison method, applicable across a range of cultures, to be developed.

Existing anthropological classification systems analysing a single geometric motif have tended to emphasise the mathematical basis of the motif and assign classes based on resemblance to perfect mathematical constructs [6, 7]. These type groups are applied on the tacit assumption that the producer aspired to create a regular construct – for spirals, a curve in which the radius is a continuous monotonic function of the angle [8: 357]. In some cases as, for example, with Gil et al.’s analysis of Islamic tilings [9], the assumption of a geometric basis to the designs can be readily supported so there is good reason to look for an underlying ideal structure in geometric terms. Decorative spirals, however, often differ sufficiently from mathematical ones to prevent secure identification of them as a defined mathematical type [10]. The sine wave plots of Figure 1 show considerable deviation of architectural spirals from mathematical forms even when the superficial similarity appears strong. This degree of variation is likely to be present in other geometric motifs, if more than one construction method is available, and renders classes based on the pure mathematical constructs inappropriate to the decorative motifs of many cultures.
In application to the analysis of decoration, it is worth noting that consideration of a motif in its real, rather than ideal, form offers the potential to characterise the construction method employed and to gain an indication of the mathematical knowledge or craft techniques employed within the culture (Figure 2).

A final drawback in the classification of decorative spiral motifs with reference to mathematical spirals is the isolation it imposes on them when it is clear from reference to extant decoration that spiral motifs may form a continuum with geometrically unrelated forms (Figure 3).
Shape-matching in cultural comparisons

Shape-matching techniques emphasise the measurement of similarity between forms over absolute description. This approach has been applied as a means of reconstructing cultural heritage [11] and as a basis for indices of historical decorative designs [12, 13] but seems less common in anthropology as a means of cultural comparison. Shape-matching avoids many of the problems found in motif classification systems based on direct comparison with geometric constructs by allowing type classes to be constructed with reference to other motifs within the sample. Furthermore, encoding the motif shape allows detailed comparison of short sections and wavelet transformation of the encoded data permits examination at varying resolutions [14]. Both these points are of potential value in identifying the small distortions of form which can indicate construction method. Shape-matching can also be used to extend comparison beyond a single type of geometric motif to the measurement of relatedness between aesthetically similar motifs as with the spirals and the concentric-circle 'false spirals' on the scarabs (Figure 3).

Shape-matching provides particular benefits for cultural comparison in offering a means of identifying gradual change in style and assessing the timescale over which these changes occurred. Such graduated change can be seen in Maori pendant forms which originated as functional fishhooks converted into pendants but were subsequently produced primarily as pendants in forms which show increasing abstraction from the original inspiration (Figure 4).

**Figure 4** A Maori fishhook developed into an early pendant form (centre) and further abstracted in a contemporary example (right) (drawings: A.Humphrey)

Stylistic elements of decorative motifs such as path width, irregularity of curvature and orientation are liable to be lost in the consideration of motifs purely as geometric constructs. This is problematic in studies of decoration as these aspects may be as significant in choosing type classes as the underlying geometric construction; Phillipps provides an example of this in his characterisation of spirals in Maori woodcarving [15]. An additional significant aspect of the analysis of decorative motifs is the recording of groupings and linkages between individual motifs. By combining principal components of the geometric shape coding with quantitative measurements of style variables and the relationships between motifs, both geometric data and aesthetic variables can be combined in the same classification system. Cluster analysis can then be applied to these data to identify type groupings of motifs within and between cultures. From these, individual variables which show significant patterns of change between cultures or over a period of time may be identified.

**Summary**

The value of employing geometric concepts in cultural comparison to provide a basis for the objective comparison of like with like is well established. It is proposed that such an approach may be extended from the identification of the framework underlying decoration to the comparison of individual motifs which are susceptible to geometric description. It is however suggested that in application to motifs, in contrast to layout, the extension of geometric definitions to the creation of decorative classes is liable to create types which do not truly reflect decorative groupings present in the culture and which lose relevant...
aesthetic information. Shape-matching offers a more flexible alternative means of classification which derives the classes from the data itself in the manner of qualitative typologies without losing the broad applicability of geometry-based classification systems.
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